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Magnetic relaxation and critical current in an YBaCuO crystal
Y. Yeshurun,S) A. P. Malozemoff, and F. Holtzberg
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York 10598
We have measured the temperature dependence of magnetic relaxation and critical current in an YBaCuO single crystal. Unusually strong time-logarithmic magnetic relaxation is observed. The relaxation rate increases initially with temperature, peaks at =25 K and slows down at higher temperatures, The results. interpreted with a thermally activated flux model, yield a low~temperature pinning energy U o ""O.02 eV. This low pinning energy results in an unusually rapid decrease of the critical current as temperature is increased.
Many studies I of the new high-temperature Tc ceramic superconductors have reported metastability of the zerofield-cooled (zfc) susceptibility and of the remanent magnetization. In most of these studies the decay ofthe magnetization is found to be linear with the logarithm of the time. Recen tl y we reported 2 on the first extensi ve study of magnetic relaxation in an YBaCuO crystal. We observed strong, anisotropic magnetic relaxation of the field~cooled and the zero-field-cooled relaxations along the principal axes of the crystals. The interpretation of the results is based on classic models of thermal activated flux creep processes,3--0 and takes into account the unusually strong ("giant") relaxation and the low pinning energy which characterize the YBaCuO system. This model offers a natural explanation for a variety of phenomena observed in high-Tc materials: The irreversi~ bility line,2 the field dependence of the Meissner fraction, 7 the frequency dependence of the ac susceptibility,S and the size of the remanent magnetization. <) (For a recent review of this topic see Ref. 10) .
In the present article we show new relaxation data for another crystaL 11 In addition we present critical current data for the same new crystal. We focus here on relaxation of the zfc magnetization for Jl parallel to the orthorhombic c axis. In most of the temperature regime the relaxation is linear with the logarithm of time. In Ref. 2 we used standard formulas for the temperature dependence of the relaxation rate. Here we extend our analysis to include low-temperature field corrections. The temperature dependence of the relaxation data confirms our previous conc1usion 2 of the unusual low pinning energy in these materials. This low pinning energy leads to a natural explanation for the observed strong drop of the critical current as temperature is increased. size of the effect, e.g., at 70 K we observe"" 30% change in M during the first hour. Figure 2 summarizes the O.6-kOe zfc decays by displaying the absolute relaxation rate dM I d In t as a function of temperature. Qualitatively, the rise and fall of the relaxation rates resemble the behavior reported previously2 though the maximum in this crystal is found at somewhat lower temperature. The low-temperature field dependence of dM I dIn t for the same crystal is presented in Ref. 12 . (1) [In Eq. (1) and throughout this paper we use practical units, i.e., Oe, cm, and A/cm 2 .] To interpret the experimental results we use a classical flux creep model. '--6 This model considers a type II superconductor with a conventional Abrikosov vortex or flux line lattice. Inhomogeneities in the material cause pinning of these vortices in potential valleys of height UI). Such pinning prevents motion of vortices in the presence of current thus controlling the critical current density J". However, thermal activation of flux lines over the potential barrier induces magnetic relaxation and reduction of critical current. The reduction of the measured critical current is given by5 The magnetization relaxation of a cylinder of radius R is derived by substituting Eq. (2) into the original Bean's equations 6 which assume J c independent of H. We find to lowest order in kT / U o and ignoring He! :
= (IF)(kT), H>H',
where II' = 41TJ L {)R 110 is the field for which flux first penetrates entirely through the sample. N [In Ref. 12, Eqs. (3a) and (3b) are generalized to include the onset of irreversibility at lld and the field dependence of J c ' ~aking this mor: realistic approach, we find that dM I d In t mcreases as H' , faster than the present prediction. This affects our conclusions only slightly; see the discussion below.} Note that H' decreases with temperature due to the implicit dropoff of J,o to zero at the critical temperature. Equations (3a) and (3b) describe the qualitative trends of Fig. 2 For a more quantitative analysis of the data we apparently need some knowledge of the critical current densities for this crystal. In conventional superconductors the critical current is usually described by J c = J e (0) (1 --1) n where J. (0) is the critical current at zero temperature, t is the red~ced temperature, and Jl ranges from 1 to 2.5. This is apparently not the case for our crystal (Fig. 3) for which J e drops very rapidly as temperature is increased, consistent with previous reports. 13 The strong reduction of the measured current densities suggests that the thennal activation term in Eq. (2) is bigger than usual. In conventional superconductors U o = 1-2 eV; so kTJU o is of order 10-3 and the reduction term in Eq. (2) is a negligible 2%. Clearly, for the high-T,. sample this term is quite important. In part, this is due to higher temperatures. However. an important factor in the
magnitude ofthe reduction term is U o . To get an ImtIa.l estImate of U o we take the measured J e at the lowest temperature (5 K) as a good approximation for JG{J and substitute in Eq, (3a) R = 0.024 cm (half the platelet dimension) and li = 8500 Oe (the low-temperature value for the field, corrected for demagnetization). This yields U o =0.02 e V which is an order of magnitude smaner than our earlier estimates 2 using Eq. (3b) instead of the more appropriate Eq. (3a).
Thus, for YBaCuO (kTJU o )1n(t Ito) is of order unity already at T = 10K. In other words, the effect of thermal activated processes is so big that Eq. (2) may serve as a good approximation only at the low-temperature limit. In this limit we may take the initial linear slope of J c (n (solid line in Fig. 3 ) and with the help of Eq. (2) Taking R = 0,024 em and H = &500 Oe as above, gives the solid line in the low-temperature part of Fig. 2 with U o "",O .022 eV at zero temperature. The same parameters, substituted in Eq, (3b), give the solid line in the high-temperature regime of Fig, 2 . The predicted maximum rate is larger by a factor = L 7 than the observed one. A better description of the high-temperature regime is obtained for m = 4 and U o =O.07 eV (seethe broken line in Fig. 2 ). Note however that the derivation of Eq. (3b) was based on the assumption that kT / Uo.:g; I-an assumption which is apparently invalid for high-T e materials at high temperatures. Corrections to Eq. (3b), based on the predicted crossoverl in the behavior of J e , will be considered elsewhere. For the purpose of this paper we take the low-temperature data as the basis for our determination of U o . As mentioned above, a more realistic model should consider the field dependence of J< and the onset of irreversibility at H el • These corrections yield a cubic rise of dM / din t with field 12 but do not alter the value of U o by more than a factor of 2. Considering the simplicity of the present approach the fit in Fig. 2 
